In this paper, we discuss to control of the number of clusters formed by distributed robots only with local information. This work was motivated by Swiss Robots, which collect scattered obstacles into some clusters without any global information nor intelligent concentrated controller. In this paper, we define fundamental event rules in this cellular world, and introduce two types of local rules for robot action: one is the Push & Turn rule, which can collect obstacles, the other is Pull & Turn rule, which can scatter obstacles. First, we show that the number of clusters can be estimated based on intrinsic memory of individual agents. Then, we propose a "mode switching strategy" that a robot is autonomously switching 4 modes: core-creating/growing/estimating, and fracturing mode. Repeated trials indicate that we can statistically control of the number of clusters by adjusting the switching threshold. And, we also show that timely switching between two rules in core-creating mode achieves to form a single cluster. At last, we describe that introducing anisotropic robots will lead to shift a clustering position.
Introduction
It always seems like a big mystery: how nature seemingly manages to produce such a complex world even only with simple element or agent. For example, living things like ants or bees, which have very tiny brains and memories, often construct very big complicated nest [1, 2] . Explorations of these amazing group locomotion, which is supposed to come from the simple local rules, offer a key to design an artificial life, e.g., swarm intelligence [3] , multi-robot system [4, 5] .
As a good example to generate complex behaviors from simple local rules, Deneubourg proposed robots which can only perceive objects just in front of them and carry them with a simple local rule [6] , but can distinguish between objects of two or more types [7] . On the other hand, utilizing morphology of body, Pfeifer proposed that Swiss Robots can collect obstacles into some clusters without any global information nor intelligent concentrated controller [8] [9] [10] .
In this research, we propose to assume that everything happens on a discretized state space (hexagonal cellular space). This cellular automata approach was proposed to investigate complex systems (e.g. self-organization). And a detailed analysis leads to understand the generated self-similar patterns or statistical properties of the mechanics [11] [12] [13] .
Then we define fundamental event rules in the cellular world, and introduce two types of local rules for robot action: one is the Push & Turn rule which corresponds to collect obstacles into some clusters, and the other is Pull & Turn rule which corresponds to scatter some clusters. Our aim is at understanding general mechanisms behind global cluster pattern, formed by distributed agents which only have simple action rule and limited memory. In previous study, we have proposed a distributed control for the degree of clustering [14] . This paper tries to control of the number of clusters by distributed robots. First, we investigate that the number of clusters can be estimated based on intrinsic memory of individual agents (such as action history). Then, we propose a "mode switching strategy" that a robot autonomous switches among 4 modes; core-creating/growing/estimating, and fracturing mode. In order to evaluate the validity of the proposed strategy, we investigate the number of clusters formed by distributed robots via repeated simulations. And, we also investigate that timely switching between two rules in core-creating mode achieves to form single cluster. At last, we describe that adding anisotropic robots will lead to shift a cluster position. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 prepares basic properties on hexagonal cellular space, and introduces two types of local rules for robot action. Section 3 analyzes the number of clusters formed by homogenous or heterogeneous robots. Section 4 demonstrates that the number of clusters can be estimated based on intrinsic memory of individual agents and proposes a "mode switching strategy" for fracturing/creating/growing clusters. Section 5 demonstrates the validity of the proposed strategy by forming multiple clusters via repeated trials and describes that timely switching between two rules in core-creating mode can achieve to form single cluster. Conclusions with future works are shown in Section 6.
Rules of the discrete world
In this section, we consider a discrete version of obstacle clustering. We first propose to assume that everything happens on a discretized state space. Then we define fundamental event rules in this cellular world, and introduce two types of local rules for robot action: one is the Push & Turn rule which corresponds to collect obstacles into some clusters, and the other is Pull & Turn rule which corresponds to scatter some clusters.
Spatial discretization
Suppose a tessellation of the 2-dimensional Euclidean space R 2 with unit equilateral hexagons, as shown in Fig. 1 . In order to deal with limited size of the field, we have to impose some assumption on boundary. In this paper, we suppose that the field has Torus-like topology; namely, the right edge of the field is identified with the left one, and the top one is identified with the bottom one (See Fig. 2 ). 
Fundamental rules
The world in concern consists of the hexagonal cellular space, robots and obstacles. A robot occupies a cell ( Fig. 3(a) ), and has its own state in Z 2 N × Z 6 . An obstacle also occupies a cell ( Fig. 3(b) ). An obstacle does not have its orientation, so its state is in Z 2 N . Multiple agents can never occupy a single cell; i.e., each cell is empty, or contains either a robot or an obstacle. State of the world is a collection of states of all the robots and obstacles. State of the world changes stepwise. Every robot changes its state based on the action rules defined later. Every obstacle, which is immobile in itself, can be pushed or pulled by robots. Now we consider the following rules for robot action. Push & Turn robots decide their movements from the information of two cells in front of the robot. Pull & Turn robots decides their movements from the information of two cells in front of the robot, and the back of the robot.
Rule 1 (Push & Turn rule)
• If the front cell is empty: step forward to the front cell ( Fig. 4(a) ).
• Else if the front cell exists one obstacle: push one obstacle and step forward to the front cell ( Fig. 4(b) ).
• Otherwise: turn randomly to the right or left (Fig. 4(c) ).
•
Rule 2 (Pull & Turn rule)
• If the front cell is empty: step forward to the front cell ( Fig. 5(a) ).
• Else if the front cell exists obstacle and back cell is empty: pull one obstacle and step backward to the back cell ( Fig. 5(b) ).
• Otherwise: turn randomly to the right or left ( Fig. 5(b) ).
Basic results: comparison between two rules

Push & Turn robots
In this case, suppose the field of 20 × 20 cells; 20 Push & Turn robots and 40 obstacles are distributed with random initial configurations. These robot's movements eventually lead to obstacle clustering phenomena. Figure 6 (a) shows some snapshots taken from a simulation result. First, the obstacles form small "core" clusters by about 500 steps. Then the cores tend to grow as the robots bring free obstacles. Some clusters are demolished into smaller fractions; some grow large enough so that they are "unbreakable" any more, and eventually absorb smaller fractions brought in by the robots. Most of the obstacles are formed into a single connected cluster by about 2000 steps (remember that the field has torus-like topology).
Pull & Turn robots
In this case, suppose the field of 20 × 20 cells; 20 Push & Turn robots and 40 obstacles are distributed with clustered initial configurations. These robot's movements eventually lead to scatter obstacles. Figure 6 (b) shows some snapshots taken from a simulation result. The clustered obstacles are scattered randomly by about 300 steps.
Evaluation indices
Let us begin with preparing some indices for quantitative observation. Next, we define a cluster as follows: When an obstacle (k = 1) can be moved into every direction ( Fig. 7(a) ) the ratio of immobile obstacles I M counts 0. When two obstacles k ∈ C = {1, 2} are located next to each other ( Fig. 7(b) ), the ratio of immobile obstacles I M also counts 0. When an obstacle is surrounded by six obstacles (Fig. 7(c) ), the ratio of immobile obstacles I M counts 1. In this case, 7 obstacles form a small invariant cluster that cannot be changed by Push & Turn robots. Thus, a cluster consisting of seven obstacles as is called a minimal cluster.
Definition 1 (Ratio of immobile obstacles)
I M = N c /N .Definition 2 (Cluster) Let C ⊆ N be
Analysis of the number of clusters
In this section, we will focus attention on the number of clusters formed by homogeneous or heterogeneous robots.
Analysis of the number of clusters by homogeneous robots
Let us begin by discussing the number of clusters for obstacle clustering only by Push & Turn robots. The size of the field is fixed at 100 × 100 = 10,000 (N = 100). The number of obstacles is fixed at 500, and the number of Push & Turn robots is also fixed at 1,000. Figure 8(a) shows one of the simulation results, and Fig. 8(b) shows the histogram of the number of clusters by repeating the simulation 100 times. Figure 8 indicates that Push & Turn robots form multiple clusters following stochastic distribution.
Analysis of the number of clusters by heterogeneous robots
Then, let us turn to discuss the number of clusters formed by heterogeneous robots, which follow different behavior rules. The size of the field is also fixed at 100 × 100 = 10,000 (N = 100). The number of obstacles is fixed at 500, and the sum of the number of robots is fixed at 1,000. First, we performed simulations by the heterogeneous robots of 960 Push & Turn robots and 40 Pull & Turn robots. Figure 9(a) shows one of the simulation results at 100,000 steps, and Fig. 9(b) shows one example of the change of the ratio of immobile obstacles in several simulation runs. These results indicate that about 250 obstacles are collected into one cluster. Figure 9(c) shows the histogram of the number of clusters in 100 simulations runs. We may, therefore, reasonably conclude that the effect of the Pull & Turn robots leads to a demolition of small clusters and a formation of one "core" cluster.
Discussion: Effect of the Pull & Turn robots
Analyses in section 3.2 indicate that a small number of Pull & Turn robots in a long span leads to demolish small-sized clusters and achieves to form a single cluster. On the other hand, it can be 
Distributed control strategy
This paper tries to control the number of clusters by distributed robots. First, we investigate that the number of clusters can be estimated based on intrinsic memory of individual agents (such as action history). Second, we propose a "mode switching strategy" that a robot autonomously switches 4 modes: core-creating/growing/estimating, and fracturing mode.
Estimation of the number of clusters
Before stating a control strategy for the number of clusters, we show a fundamental property that the number of clusters can be estimated based on an action history that individual robot memorizes.
Every robot is supposed to memorize an action history, i.e. record what it did. When robots move based on Push & Turn rules, robots memorize their action history as follows:
(A) Pushing (see Fig. 10(a) ).
(B) Encountering a cluster (i.e. more than two obstacles are laid in front of the robot) (see Fig. 10(b) ).
(C) Another case (see Fig. 10(c) ).
When robots move based on Pull & Turn rules, robots also record what they did as follows:
(D) Pulling (see Fig. 10(d) ).
(E) Another case (see Fig. 10(e) ).
Each robot memorizes what it did "(A), (B), (C), (D), and (E)" for last m steps. Thus at m = 10, a memory of length 10 could hold the string (B) (B) (C) (C) (A) (A) (B) (B) (B) (C), indicating that during the previous ten time steps the robot pushed an obstacle twice in ten steps, met a cluster five times in ten steps, and did another motion three times in ten steps. In the previous study [14] , we have showed that the degree of clustering (i.e. the ratio of immobile obstacles) can be controlled by distributed robots.
We analyze the number of encountering for different number of clusters. Figure 11 shows histograms of the number of encountering a cluster in the case of m = 1000. And Table I indicates the average number of encountering a cluster. Figure 11 and Table I lead to a hypothesis that the number of clusters can be estimated based on each robot's action history.
Mode switching strategy
Let us turn to discuss a strategy of breaking/creating clusters based on estimating of them. This paper proposes a "mode switching strategy" by introducing 4 modes: core-creating/growing/estimating, and fracturing. The point of the proposed method is that above switching can be executed by autonomously based on intrinsic memory of individual agents. In core-creating mode, robots try to create some core clusters. In growing mode, robots grow some core clusters by adding isolated obstacle. In estimating mode, robots estimate the number of clusters by counting the number of meeting a cluster. In fracturing mode, robots try to demolish all clusters. For the purpose, we introduce a propagation of fracturing mode's robot. If a robot encounters fracturing mode's robot, the robot switches to fracturing mode. 
Distributed control for the number of clusters
In this section, we demonstrate that adjusting switching thresholds will lead to control of the number of clusters. And, we also show that timely switching between two rules in core-creating mode will achieve to form single cluster.
Formation of multiple clusters
Let us begin by forming multiple clusters. Every robot is supposed to move based on Push & Turn rule in core-creating/growing mode, and estimating mode, respectively. In order to distinguish one cluster from multiple clusters based on each robot's action history, the parameter N 3 that corresponds to switching threshold to fracturing mode is set to 4 times per 1000 steps in Fig. 11 (i.e. If an action history of encountering a cluster gets less than 4 times per 1000 steps, a robot switches to fracturing mode). Now memory length is set to 3000. Parameters are set to N 1 = 200, N 2 = 30, N 3 = 12, and N 4 = 100, respectively. Figure 13(a) shows the histogram of the number of clusters after 100 trials, and Fig. 13(b) shows an example of forming 8 clusters. It seems that at least 5 clusters are formed. Next, we change the threshold N 3 = 120. This means that a robot switches to fracturing mode if an action history of encountering a cluster gets higher than 40 times per 1000 steps. Figure 14(a) shows the histogram of the number of clusters after 100 trials, and Fig. 14(b) shows an example of forming 2 clusters. Above analyses will indicate that we can shift the distribution of the number of clusters by adjusting the switching threshold N 3 . And it should be also added that we can control of the number of clusters more preciously by tuning the threshold N 3 . On the other hand, it is difficult to create a small number of clusters because of the probability is too small (The reason has already shown in Fig. 8(b) ).
Formation of single cluster
Let us turn to discuss to form single cluster. The previous study [14] has already proposed that timely switching between two rules can achieve to control the ratio of immobile obstacles. At the same time, it offers a key to form a single "core" cluster. Thus, this paper proposes to introduce following timely switching between two rules in core-creating mode. We set the threshold to N 3 = 75. This means that a robot switches to fracturing mode if an action history of encountering a cluster passes 25 times per 1000 steps in Fig. 11 . Now parameters are set to N 1 = 200, N 2 = 30, N 3 = 75, N 4 = 100, K 1 = 9, and K 2 = 1. Figure 15(a) shows the histogram of the number of clusters after 100 trials, and Fig. 15(b) shows an example of forming a single cluster. Above repeated simulations indicate that small-sized clusters is demolished in core-creating mode, and a single cluster is finally formed.
Switching to
Discussion: Control of the cluster position by anisotropic robots
Finally, we discuss the cluster position for obstacle clusterings. When Pull & Turn robots have "anisotropy" (i.e. asymmetric tendency in pulling directions), it will be expected to change the center of clusters. Now, we change the Pull & Turn rule as follows; Pull & Turn robot pulls an obstacle in the case of the direction is left. The size of the field is fixed at 100 × 100 = 10,000 (N = 100). The number of obstacles is fixed at 500 (5% of the field), and the number of Push & Turn robots is set as 960, and the number of "anisotropic" Pull & Turn robots is set as 40. Figure 16 shows one of the simulation results. It seems that the cluster position gradually moves the left side; clusters are demolished from the right side and the obstacles are added from the right side due to the "anisotropic" Pull & Turn robots. It should be also added that the cluster position moves to some directions when we apply "anisotropic" distributed robots described in Section 5.
Conclusion and future works
In this paper, we tried to control the number of clusters by distributed robots with local information. First, we described that the number of clusters can be estimated based on intrinsic memory of individual agents. Then, we proposed a "mode switching strategy" that a robot autonomously switches 4 modes; core-creating/growing/estimating, and fracturing mode. Repeated trials showed that we can statistically control of the number of clusters by adjusting the switching threshold. And, we also showed that timely switching between two rules in core-creating mode can achieve to form single cluster via repeated simulations. Finally, we discussed the center of clusters are changed to some directions by "anisotropic" robots.
Future works will concentrate on (a) the stability analysis for obstacle clustering from nonlinear control approach, and (b) comparison to continuous model.
